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Abstract—The existing still-static deep learning based saliency
researches do not consider the weighting and highlighting of
extracted features from different layers, all features contribute
equally to the final saliency decision-making. Such methods al-
ways evenly detect all ”potentially significant regions” and unable
to highlight the key salient object, resulting in detection failure of
dynamic scenes. In this paper, based on the fact that salient areas
in video are relatively small and concentrated, we propose a key
salient object re-augmentation method (KSORA) using top-down
semantic knowledge and bottom-up feature guidance to improve
detection accuracy in video scenes. KSORA includes two sub-
modules (WFE and KOS): WFE processes local salient feature
selection using bottom-up strategy, while KOS ranks each object
in global fashion by top-down statistical knowledge, and chooses
the most critical object area for local enhancement. The proposed
KSORA can not only strengthen the saliency value of the local
key salient object but also ensure global saliency consistency.
Results on three benchmark datasets suggest that our model has
capability of improving the detection accuracy on complex scenes.
The significant performance of KSORA, with a speed of 17FPS
on modern GPUs, has been verified by comparisons with other
ten state-of-the-art algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual saliency models aim to detect globally important and
eye-catching regions in a scene by exploiting human visual
attention system characteristics. Visual saliency detection, as
an important research topic in the field of computer vision, has
certain inspiration and promotion effects on the development
of many visual tasks, such as person re-identification [23],
[39], visual tracking [28], [40], video object segmentation [13],
video Compression [4] and video captioning [36]. According
to application scenarios, the study of saliency detection can
be further divided into two branches: 1) static saliency and
2) dynamic saliency. The former detects significant objects
from single image by highlighting spatial high-level semantic
objects, while the dynamic saliency detection, which is also
known as video attention prediction, attempts to extract spatial
features, temporal continuity and motion information from
consecutive video frames to identify salient objects.
Early researches on saliency detection relied on hand-crafted
features, such as luminance, intensity and orientation. Models
such as [10] mainly use biological features to extract salient
(1) Ground Truth (2) OBJnet (4) KSORA(3) SalGAN[18]
... ... ... ...
Fig. 1. Visualization of the still-static model SalGAN [18], the baseline
static model OBJnet, and the proposed model KSORA. It is obvious that
when dealing with some complex dynamic scenes, still-static models failed to
accurately locate the key salient regions, while our model can achieve accurate
saliency detection.
objects, while some other models [6], [7] utilize pure mathe-
matical calculations, such as frequency domain residuals and
graph-based methods. With the development of deep learning
in recent years, many researches based on auto-encoders [5],
full convolutional neural networks (FCNNs) [16], [27], [38],
and long-short term memory networks (LSTM) [1], [3], [12],
[15], [19] have emerged. By extracting deep features, CNNs
can achieve much better results on many public datasets than
traditional methods based on hand-crafted features. However,
in terms of dynamic saliency detection, state-of-the-art still-
static models are unable to achieve good detection results
(as shown in Figure 1). This is because unlike static detec-
tors, which only focus on areas that are strongly contrasted
with the surroundings and areas that have high-level seman-
tic information, dynamic saliency detectors need to process
continuous video data, in which moving objects, long-term
appeared objects or newly emerged objects are more attractive
to human attention. In addition, since the video is always
played continuously, human eye fixations only stay for a short
time on each frame, so the salient region on each frame is
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2always relatively small and concentrated.
According to the statistical knowledge of existing video
saliency datasets and researches on the human visual atten-
tion mechanism, we found that, a) moving objects are more
attractive than static ones; b) objects that appear for a long
time are more likely to get the most attention in the next
frame at a higher probability; c) newly emerged objects are
more noticeable than old ones; d) when there is no dominant
object or the dominant object disappears, human attention will
be refocused on the center of the screen. Based on these
facts, the core problem to be solved in the study of dynamic
saliency detection lies in the selection of key salient object,
instead of extracting all potential salient areas equally as static
saliency detection methods. In order to achieve the selection
of key salient object, we need to : i) extract sufficient intra-
frame spatial features and inter-frame motion features; ii)
mine the associations within the features and the relationships
between objects to re-augment the key salient object features
for subsequent saliency inference.
In this paper, we develop two sub-modules for the selection
and re-augmentation of key salient object: the weighted feature
extraction module WFE and the key object selection module
KOS. In particular, 1) WFE accepts the original intra-frame
object features and inter-frame motion features as input and
outputs the corresponding weight response map with the same
size as the input feature by adaptively learning and adjusting
the internal weights. Through the adjustment of the weight
response map, the features are screened at the feature level;
2) KOS ranks objects according to the statistical information
of the current video at advanced semantical level. Its purpose
is to select the most critical object area in current frame and
strengthen it locally, so as to enhance the difference between
the significant object and the surroundings. Some performance
visualizations are shown in Figure 2, our model achieves
significant superiority in terms of performance when compared
with state-of-the-art model OMCNN [12]. The fixation pre-
diction result of KSORA is more accurate on locating the key
object and more in line with the realistic statistic probability
distribution.
The contribution of this work is threefold:
(1) we propose a key salient object re-augmentation method
KSORA based on top-down semantic knowledge and bottom-
up feature guidance to improve detection accuracy in video
scenes;
(2) we design an weighted feature extraction module WFE
for feature level saliency decision and then perform feature
pyramid fusion for sufficient information extraction.
(3) we introduce a key object selection module KOS to
enhance key salient object from high-level semantics, and to
re-adjust the saliency probability distribution to ensure that
the saliency probability of the key salient object remains at
the leading level.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section II, we briefly survey several related works. In Section
III, we introduce the entire structure and each sub-module of
the proposed model KSORA. Experimental results are outlined
in Section IV, and Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we briefly introduce the works related to the
proposed.
A. Static Saliency Detection
The static, still-image saliency detection approaches have
been deeply studied for years, which can be divided into
bottom-up low-level feature extraction based methods [1], [5],
[6], [10], [16], [18], [26], [27], [29], [37], [38] and top-down
high-level semantic knowledge guided methods [11], [19],
[35]. Representatively, [6] proposed a graph-based algorithm,
which still used the feature extraction method of [10], and used
Markov chain to calculate the interaction of ”center-surround”
pixel patches. [16], [27], [29], [37], [38] proposed FCNs-based
end-to-end detection methods, in which [16], [27] paralleled
the saliency detection task to the image segmentation task, the
training process of the model is performed in a multi-task man-
ner; [37], [38] improved the effect of the FCNs-based model
by proposing multi-scale feature extraction strategies, [29]
localized salient objects more accurately by using weighted
response map. [26] proposed a weak supervision training
method, which got rid of the dependence on pixel-level labels.
The model used image-level labels for pre-training, and then
optimized itself by iterative enhancement. [18] proposed a
GAN-based image saliency detection method. The generator
model was continuously optimized under the supervision of
the discriminator, resulting in a smoother edge of the saliency
map. [1] employed convLSTM as an iterative optimization part
to capture spatial saliency region. By studying the captioning
model, [19] learned the visual saliency guided by captions
and explicitly exposed the region-to-word mapping in modern
encoder-decoder networks.
B. Dynamic Saliency Detection
In recent years, the detection of salient regions in dynamic
scenes [3], [12], [14], [15], [21], [25], [31]–[34] can be
roughly divided into two branches: 1) one performing end-
to-end processing method to learn the dynamic correlation in
the video sequence by adjusting the input data of the model,
such as SG-FCN model [25]. which obtains the saliency map
of the current frame directly by taking the motion boundary
map of the current frame, the previous saliency map and the
current frame as input. [33] extracted the saliency map of the
first frame and the subsequent n frames respectively by using
two different models. [31] employed convLSTM to implement
time continuity modeling, the feature extraction process was
similar to [33]; 2) the second branch extracts motion and object
features separately and then fuse the features to get the final
result. For example, [12] used YOLO net [20] and Flow net [2]
to extract the object features and motion features of the frame
respectively, then combined the features and fed into a two-
layer convLSTM module to complete the dynamic saliency
prediction. [15] also designed a video saliency detection model
based on similar ideas. [3] proposed a video saliency detection
model based on multi-stream convLSTM. The model was
implemented by a multi-path structure, including a saliency
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Fig. 2. In some cases, dynamic model OMCNN [12] (third row) lost the key salient object, but our KSORA(second row) always maintains the precise
positioning of the key salient object, which prove the validity of our proposed model. The first row represent human fixation.
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Fig. 3. The overall structure of the proposed model KSORA. As shown in the figure, the baseline network is OBJnet. FLOnet is employed for motion feature
extraction, WFE is designed for bottom-up weighted pyramid feature calculation and KOS is for top-down key salient object selection. Architecture of WFE
and KOS will be introduced in detail in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. (1) Structure of WFE, which is used for bottom-up feature selection and feature weighting; (2) The execution details of KOS, whose role is to rank
the objects through top-down statistical knowledge and to re-extract features after key salient object region enhancement. The key salient object selection
algorithm will be introduced in section III-B
pathway for video saliency detection and three attentional
push-pathways providing attention-driven information which
mainly came from actor gaze, attention rebound, and sudden
scene changes. Besides, [21] believed that the saliency area in
the video is relatively small, and if the saliency was calculated
on each pixel, it will cause a lot of redundancy. Therefore,
the authors selected a set of candidate gaze positions and
calculated the saliency only at these locations. [14] developed
a depth-aware video saliency approach to predict human focus
of attention when viewing videos that contain a depth map
(RGBD) on a 2D screen. [34] achieved better detection by
computing background priors.
As mentioned above, most existing spatiotemporal saliency
models incorporated various motion cues into the existing
static models in the literature, but as we analyzed in Section
I, in addition to motion characteristics, the appearing time
of the object ( Long-term exist or new occur) also has an
impact on fixation. Therefore, our starting point is how to
screen and rank the salient objects. For this purpose, we
propose KSORA with two sub-modules WFE and KOS to
improve the detection accuracy by re-enhancing the key salient
object features based on the analysis of existing video saliency
datasets. WFE implements weighted feature screening using
bottom-up strategy while KOS works as an error correction
function to enhance the global key salient object region using
top-down semantical statistical knowledge. It is worth noting
that both the two sub-modules are actually sub-branches of the
entire model, so the model can be considered as an end-to-end
network.
4III. OUR APPROACH
In this section, we will introduce our model (KSORA)
presented in this research in more detail.
A. Local Sensitivity Guided Weighted Feature Extraction
Quality of the extracted features is decisive and critical for
final saliency prediction. For high-quality feature extraction,
we need to 1) obtain sufficient features, which can be achieved
by multi-scale feature extraction, 2) emphasize informative
features and suppress less useful ones, which can be called
as salient feature selection. As for 1), [30] has proved that
extracting multi-scale features can improve the performance of
the model. It is well known that higher layer captures higher
semantic information, while lower layer processes lower-level
features. As multi-scale features come from different layers,
the overall performance can be improved by obtaining suffi-
cient features with different receptive field sizes. Regarding
2), although extracting sufficient features can promote the
performance of the model, not all features play a positive
role. Therefore, filtering and screening features to emphasise
informative features while weakening useless features is also
very helpful to improve the performance of the model. To the
best of our knowledge, there are no proposed works filtering
extraction feature when performing saliency detection, and
this is the first work considering local-feature level saliency
decisions.
Based on the above discussion, we propose a weight feature
extraction module WRM to weight the original features to
achieve salient feature selection, and we also employ pyramid
feature fusion strategy to execute multi-scale feature extrac-
tion. The details of the pyramid feature fusion strategy and
WRM can be found in Figure 5 and Figure 4-(1) respectively.
More specifically, considering the continuous motion rela-
tionship contained in video sequence, apart from designing
OBJnet for intra-frame spatial feature extraction and coarse
saliency map calculation, we also employ flownet-based [2]
model FLOnet to perform inter-frame motion information
extraction. To obtain weighted features that contains sufficient
information, we select the object features of the i-th and j-th
layers from OBJnet and the motion features of the p-th and
q-th layers from FLOnet. These selected features are weighted
by WFE to participate in the next feature pyramid calculation.
The role of WFE is to select and filter the extracted original
features and perform significant decision-making at the local-
feature level. The entire process is implemented through a
bottom-up strategy, which consists of three layers: a global
average pooling layer, a convolution layer and an up-sample
layer. First, we use a global average pooling layer to get the
global relevant vector XFpg of the input feature XFp(c, w, h).
XFpg = (x
p
1, ..., x
p
j , ..., x
p
c)
xpj =
∑i=w×h
i=1 x
p
ji
w × h , j = 1, ..., c
(1)
Next, we employ a c×3×3 convolution layer for spatial
correlation computation (c is the original feature channel size),
the output of this layer can be:
XFpc = f(ΣX
Fp
g + b) (2)
Finally, we up-sample the extracted weight response map
to obtain a weight matrix with the same size as the original
input. We use g to represent the up-sampling operation, then
the weight response map WXFp can be expressed as:
WXFp = g(X
Fp
c ) (3)
After obtaining the weight response map WXFp , the
weighted feature XFpw can be obtained by:
XFpw = X
Fp WXFp (4)
where  is the pixel-wise multiplication. It is worth noting that
our method which not only considers channel-wise relation-
ship but also takes intra- feature map spatial dependencies into
account, is different from [9]. WFE can adaptively strengthen
channel-wise salient features and emphasize key information
inside the feature map while preserving the spatial structure
of the features.
Once weighted the original features from several layers, we
fuse these weighted features to obtain the feature pyramid for
subsequent saliency inference, as shown in Figure 5. The final
feature pyramid Γ can be represented as:
Γ = ζ(X Fpw ,X
Oi
w , φ(ζ(X
Fq
w ,X
Oj
w ))) (5)
where XOiw and X
Oj
w are weighted features from OBJnet, X
Fp
w
and X Fqw are weighted features from FLOnet, ζ represents
channel-wise addition, and φ represents down-sampling.
Subsequently, we screen the original inter-frame motion fea-
tures and intra-frame object features to prepare for subsequent
saliency predictions.
...... ...... ......
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Fig. 5. Pyramid weighted feature fusion strategy. Weighted features from
different layers of OBJnet and FLOnet are fused for multi-scale feature
extraction, which will improve the model’s spatiotemporal perception ability.
B. Global Sensitivity Guided Key Object Selection
From the study of the human visual attention mechanism
and the analysis of existing eye fixation datasets, we find
that in the dynamic scene, three types of objects have the
greatest probability of attracting human attention, including
1) objects that appear in the scene for a long time; 2) objects
that carry motion information and 3) objects that suddenly
appear. Firstly, the first kind of objects is temporally critical
since they are likely to continue to appear in the next frame.
5Secondly, carrying motion information or not is an important
difference between a dynamic scene and a static scene. The
moving object is the main area that attracts attention to the
human eye. Finally, the suddenly appearing objects break the
balance that existed before, and new things are more likely
to attract human attention. Therefore, a key object selection
module KOS is proposed to simulate this mechanism.
As shown in Figure 4-(2), the KOS module ranks the objects
on current t-th frame Ft by statistical knowledge of the
semantic level and selects the key saliency object, then the
selected region is locally strengthened as the region of interest.
The enhanced frame F taug will be sent to OBJnet for feature
extraction. The new extracted feature feakso will be used to
assist the model in performing subsequent saliency detection
to achieve re-enhancement of the key salient object.
The core of KOS is how to obtain the region of interest.
When making the selection of region of interest, we should
rely on the statistics of the current video, because videos are
context-sensitive, meaning that the information in the time
series is contextually related, so the selection of the region
of interest of the current frame Ft should be dependent on
the statistics knowledge of previous t-1 frames. To handle this
problem, we design a selection algorithm to make correspond-
ing judgments for different situations. The pseudo code of the
selection algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1, whose purpose
is to judge the significant confidence of different objects and
select the region of the object with the highest confidence
as the region of interest. In order to accurately calculate the
significant confidence of each object, we divide the objects in
the scene into three categories: 1) long-term appeared objects;
2) newly-emerged objects; and 3) detection failure objects.
For these three different situations, three different ways are
used to calculate the significant confidence: (GSC and GSS
are the ranked salient object classes and scores calculated by
Algorithm 2, respectively.)
i) If GSC obtained is an empty set, which means that
the current video scene is quite complicated and there is no
particularly prominent object. Under this circumstances, the
observer’s attention should be more inclined to land at the
center of the screen, so we employ (3, 3) Gaussian prior to
smooth the whole frame and use the centra-highlighted whole
frame as the region of interest;
ii) If the category of candidate region Bs in the current
frame is not yet present in GSC, it indicates that this kind
of objects is a new object that suddenly appears, and the
attention degree of this object should be high, so we enhance
the confidence value of Bs (doubling);
iii) If the category of Bs is already existing in GSC, we
calculate confidence value of Bs based on the ranking of the
category of Bs in GSC and the average attention confidence
value of this class in GSS.
After considering these three cases comprehensively, we sort
the confidence obtained on all candidates and select the top-
one region for local enhancement, leaving the rest of the area
unchanged. Then, we feed the local enhanced frame F taug into
OBJnet for feature extraction.
Specifically, the candidate object box set B of each frame
is executed by [20]. conf i represents the saliency confidence
value of the i-th candidate region, ∪(x, y) is used to cal-
culate the number of x(x=1) in y, z() represents OBJnet,
Λ(roi)← κ(roi, [li, hi], [lo, ho]) represents the local enhance-
ment method. We adjust the contrast and brightness of the
selected area to enhance the difference between roi and the
surroundings.
Algorithm 1 Selection Algorithm
Input: continues frames F1,...,Ft, coarse saliency S1,...St,
objects proposals B1,...,Bt
Output: feature feakso of current frame t
GSC,GSS ← Alg2(F1...t−1, S1...t−1, B1...t−1)
if | {GSC}| == 0 then
roi← Ft. ∗GuassBlur()
else
N ← |{Bt}|
score← zeros(N)
for each i ∈ [1, N ] do
conf i ← ∪(St, Bit.bbox)
ci ← Bit.class
if (ci ⊆ GSC) then
rank ← GSC(ci).RankNumber
scorei ← conf i ∗ (1 + confiGSSci .conf ∗
1
rank )
else
scorei ← conf i ∗ 2
end if
end for
[rank num, rank score]← sort(score)
roiBb ← Brank num(1)t
roi← Ft(roiBb(1) : roiBb(3), roiBb(2) : roiBb(4))
end if
Λ(roi)← κ(roi, [li, hi], [lo, ho])
F taug ← (Ft − roi) + Λ(roi)
feakso ← z(F taug)
C. Saliency Inference
After bottom-up weighted feature extraction and top-down
key object selection, we employ a two-layer convLSTM mod-
ule to achieve the final saliency inference. First, we combine
the weighted feature pyramid Γ with the key salient object re-
augmented feature feakso, and then we input these features
into two-layer convLSTM. Each layer uses 0.2 dropout to
improve the generalization ability and to prevent over-fitting.
Specifically, for each convLSTM layer, the state transition
process of its inside three gates (input, output and forget) can
be expressed as (assuming the input feature is χt at time step
t):
it = σ(Wxi ∗ χt +Whi ∗Ht−1 +Wci ◦ Ct−1 + bi)
ft = σ(Wxf ∗ χt +Whf ∗Ht−1 +Wcf ◦ Ct−1 + bf )
ot = σ(Wxo ∗ χt +Who ∗Ht−1 +Wco ◦ Ct + bo)
Ct = ft ◦ Ct−1 + it ◦ tanh(Wxc ∗ χt +Whc ∗Ht−1 + bc)
Ht = ot ◦ tanh(Ct)
(6)
Where it, ft, ot, Ht−1, χt and Ct−1 are all three-dimensional
tensors, the first one represents time, and the latter two
6Dataset Metric Static Model Dynamic Model proposedSalGAN SAM GBVS PQFT VSOD SG-FCN OMCNN Hou Seo ACL
UCF-
Sports
(27)
CC↑ 0.535 0.529 0.441 0.197 0.475 0.599 0.548 0.334 0.331 0.446 0.609
SIM↑ 0.336 0.403 0.250 0.172 0.358 0.452 0.408 0.291 0.251 0.325 0.490
EMD↓ 1.200 0.954 1.335 1.888 1.166 0.842 0.953 1.444 1.582 0.998 0.747
AUC-J↑ 0.878 0.876 0.867 0.729 0.792 0.901 0.881 0.814 0.774 0.854 0.904
HOLLY
WOOD2
(442)
CC↑ 0.556 0.535 0.347 0.144 0.327 0.593 0.509 0.177 0.159 0.560 0.606
SIM↑ 0.425 0.467 0.304 0.216 0.315 0.499 0.428 0.242 0.238 0.439 0.508
EMD↓ 1.206 0.983 1.458 1.920 1.525 0.919 1.110 1.735 1.766 1.038 0.861
AUC-J↑ 0.849 0.858 0.839 0.639 0.760 0.872 0.832 0.704 0.676 0.852 0.900
LEDOV
(41)
CC↑ 0.439 0.414 0.275 0.142 0.296 0.482 0.558 0.202 0.169 0.328 0.496
SIM↑ 0.263 0.305 0.153 0.115 0.224 0.349 0.347 0.177 0.154 0.215 0.371
EMD↓ 1.094 0.891 1.366 1.836 1.390 0.834 0.825 1.493 1.580 1.068 0.824
AUC-J↑ 0.882 0.865 0.845 0.728 0.800 0.884 0.910 0.791 0.756 0.844 0.899
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF TEN STATE-OF-THE-ARTS AND THE PROPOSED MODEL KSORA. THE PERFORMANCE OF OUR MODEL ON ALL THREE
DATASETS HAS REMAINED AT AN ADVANCED LEVEL, WHICH SURPASS MOST EXISTING STATE-OF-THE-ART. THE TOP TWO RESULTS ARE SHOWN IN RED
AND BLUE, RESPECTIVELY.
Algorithm 2 Global object Ranking
Input: frames F1,...,Ft−1, coarse saliency S1,...St−1, pro-
posals B1,...,Bt−1
Output: global object class ranking number GSC and score
GSS
P ← {}
for each k ∈ [1, t− 1] do
N ← |{Bk}|
for each j ∈ [1, N ] do
conf j ← ∪(Sk, Bjk.bbox)
cj ← Bjk.class
if (cj ⊆ P ) then
Pcj+ = conf j
else
add(cj)⇒ P
Pcj = conf j
end if
end for
end for
GSS ← GSS/(t− 1)
[GSC,GSS] = sort(P )
dimensions represent spatial dimensions. it, ft, ot are the three
gates, c is the memory cell, H is the hidden state. ∗ represents
the convolution operation, and ◦ represents the Hadamard
multiplication.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Config
1) Datasets: We carry out model performance evaluations
on three largest common video eye tracking datasets, which
include hollywood2 [17], ucf-sports [24], and ledov [12].
Details of the datasets and the settings for training are shown
in Table II.
2) Metrics: To fully evaluate our proposed model, five com-
monly used evaluation criteria, including Correlation Coeffi-
cient (CC), Similarity (SIM), Earth Mover‘s Distance (EMD),
AUC-Judd (AUC-J) and Precision-Recall (PR) are used to
reflect the model performance.
Dataset Resolution Objects Videos Mode
Holly
wood2
528*224
-720*528 Human
Train:823
Val:442
Test:442
Task
UCF
-Sports
480*360
-720*576 Human
Train:38
Val:27
Test:27
Task
LEDOV ≥720p
Human,
Animal,
Man-made
Object
Train:436
Val:41
Test:41
Free
TABLE II
DETAILS OF THREE VIDEO EYE TRACKING DATASETS.
B. Experimental Results
To fully verify the performance of the proposed, we eval-
uate the performance of KSORA with ten competitors, which
include: SalGAN [18], SAM [1], GBVS [6], PQFT [4], VSOD
[33], SG-FCN [25], OMCNN [12], Hou,et.al [8], Seo, et.al
[22] and ACL [31], qualitative and quantitative evaluation
results are shown in Table I and Figure 6-7.
From the experimental results shown in the table I, we can
see that our model achieve the best results on all three datasets,
which proves the effectiveness of our proposed method. In
particular, on ucf-sprots, such as the first and the second
columns in Figure 6, when the main object is small and the
scene is particularly complex, most models fail to accurately
locate the object, some even loss key object, causing saliency
detection failure, but our model can accurately fixate the
position of the main object and keep the saliency value of
the key object at a prominent level. On hollywood2, such as
columns 5-6 in Figure 6, when many objects with equivalent
semantic information appear in the scene, most models salient
all the objects evenly, while our model can focus on the most
significant object, which is more in line with the ground truth
samples. On ledov, in addition to the human objects, the main
salient objects of this dataset also include animal and other
human artifacts, so the scene is more complicated, such as
column 3-4 in Figure 6, our model still ranks first in the overall
level and achieve good detection results.
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Fig. 6. Model performance comparison with SalGAN [18], SAM [1], GBVS [6], PQFT [4], VSOD [33], SG-FCN [25], OMCNN [12], Hou,et.al [8], Seo,
et.al [22] and ACL [31].
Sub-module ucf hollywood ledovCC↑ SIM↑ EMD↓ AUC-J↑ CC↑ SIM↑ EMD↓ AUC-J↑ CC↑ SIM↑ EMD↓ AUC-J↑
OBJnet 0.523 0.326 1.047 0.868 0.462 0.379 1.233 0.839 0.329 0.210 1.163 0.842
OBJ-FLO 0.515 0.380 0.975 0.873 0.486 0.418 1.152 0.835 0.343 0.240 1.078 0.844
OBJ-FLO-WFE 0.559 0.389 0.932 0.889 0.510 0.411 1.105 0.852 0.372 0.238 1.088 0.865
KSORA 0.609 0.490 0.747 0.904 0.606 0.508 0.861 0.900 0.496 0.371 0.824 0.899
TABLE III
SELF-ABLATION EXPERIMENTS. ACCORDING TO THE RESULTS, IT CAN BE CONCLUDED THAT THE WEIGHTED FEATURE EXTRACTION AND THE KEY
OBJECT SELECTION ALL CONTRIBUTE TO THE PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT OF THE MODEL.
C. Ablation Study
Here we perform a self-ablation experiment to further illus-
trate the role of each module. The config and evaluation results
are shown in Table III. According to the results, we can draw
the following conclusions: i) The weighted feature extraction
module promotes the improvement of model performance by
1-5% by filtering useless features and emphasizing informative
features, ; ii) The key object selection module ranks objects
from high semantic level and re-enhances the key salient object
region. such operation re-reinforces the features of the key
object, and adjust the final saliency prediction of the model to
ensure that the saliency value of the key object is maintained
at a high level. After deploying KOS module, the accuracy of
the model has increased by 5-20%.
V. CONCLUSION
With regard to the dynamic saliency detection problem, we
propose a key salient object re-augmentation method KSORA
based on top-down semantic knowledge and bottom-up feature
guidance to improve detection accuracy in video scenes, which
is designed to select and enhance the key saliency object
in video scenes for more accurate and concentrated saliency
detection. Extensive experiments prove the effectiveness of the
proposed method.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of precision-recall curves of 11 saliency detection
methods on UCF and Hollywood2. Our proposed KSORA outperforms other
competitors across the two testing datasets.
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